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Students for LIFE guide walk
BRYCE K N U D S O N
STAFF WRITER

P

eople of all ages were in
attendance on Oct. 29 at
Kit Carson Park in Escondido and Harry Griffin Park in
La Mesa for the Life Walk 2005.
Twenty-five
USD
studentsmarched at Kit Carson Park.
The walk was a pro-life march
that was sponsored and organized
by Life Perspectives. Life Per
spectives is a non-profit, non-sec
tarian, pro-life organization that
empowers pregnant women to
choose life for their children and
encourage post-abortion healing.
In addition, Life Perspectives
educates youth to value life and
make healthy decisions.
The intention of the Life Walk
is to draw attention to and display
support for what Life Perspec
tives and those involved feel to be
a pressing issue in society.
"The Life Walk was a great
time to show publicly how so
many feel about protecting the
sanctity of life, plus a great fund
raiser for the movement," Kyle
Smith, President of USD Students
for LIFE said.
Approximately 700 people at
tended the two marches on Sat
urday and $112,000 was pledged.
The amount of pledges does not
necessarily represent the sum
received, since occasionally in
dividuals are unable to finish the
walk or a sponsor does not ful
fill his or her pledge. The most
pledges acquired by a youth indi
vidual was $2,400 and the maxi
mum pledge acquired by an adult
was $12,000. Participants who

B RITTINI P ETERSON
NEWS EDITOR

W

COURTESY OF SHERYL SCHMIDT

Christina Shelby (freshman), Valeris Lizarraga (freshman), and Kyle Smith (sophomore), walked the
2 miles last Saturday morning in Escondido to promote a pro-life perspective.
The group then began their
received $200 in pledges were tary schools to universities.
The event opened with a read two-mile walk through the park
awarded a Life Perspectives tshirt and many proudly displayed ing from the Book of Daniel, fol lead by USD Students for LIFE.
lowed by a community prayer lead The 25 USD students were asked
them as they walked.
The money raised by the Life by Msgr. Dolan of St. Michael's to lead the march through the park
Walk will be used to pay for Catholic Church in Poway. The by Michaelene Fedenburg, Presi
youth oriented speaking engage prayer was followed by a brief dent of Life Perspectives.
"USD had a very strong pres
ments sponsored by Life Perspec speech by Senator Bill Morrow.
tives. By the end of the calendar Morrow spoke about how educa ence and energizes the organiza
year Life Perspectives will spon tion has improved and saved so tion in general. They do more
sor 400 speaking engagements of many lives. He ended his speech than show up at the walk. As part
which 60 percent are youth-based with, "There are people who talk of our outreach team they often
and occur mainly at educational the talk and people who walk the
See Life Walk, Page 2
facilities ranging from elemen walk."

Former Botswana President visits USD
KATELYNN MCBRIDE
STAFF WRITER

A

s part of the Institute for
Peace and Justice distin
guished lecture series,
Sir Ketumile Masire, the former
President of the Republic of Bo
tswana, spoke last Thursday. Pre
viously a farmer, Masire became
the second president of Botswa
na in 1980 and maintained the
presidency for the next 18 years.
Masire served as the first vicechairman of the Organization of
African Unity (OAU) in 1991
and as chairman of the Commit
tee investigating the circumstanc

Southern
Florida still
in ruin

es surrounding the 1994 Rwanda
Genocide.
Botswana has an impressive
economic situation. Since its in
dependence, Botswana has had
the fastest growth in per capita
income in the world. Masire
maintained a frugal fiscal policy
and small amount of forein debt.
DeBeer's, a diamond mining
company operating in Botswa
na, produces half of Botswana's
revenues. When asked about the
relationship with DeBeer's, Ma
sire explained that Botswana had
received its fair share of revenue
from the company in exchange for

See Masire, Page 2

COURTESY OF ISSAC JACKSON

On Oct. 29 the former President of the Republic of Botswana, Ke
tumile Masire, spoke as part of the Distinguished Lecture Series.

ith
winds up to
125 m.p.h., hurricane
Wilma swept over the
southern tip of Florida, covering
over five counties and lasting five
hours before finally exiting. The
area most affected by this devas
tation was Palm Beach county.
Six were killed during the
storm and a total of 12 deaths have
been directly attributed to Wilma.
More than 3.2 million homes and
businesses were without power
on Monday, affecting more than
six million people. Nineteen air
ports in Florida closed down.
Even though power has been
restored in many areas, hun
dreds of thousands of homes
and businesses are still without.
The state's largest electric utility,
Florida Power and Light (FPL),
stated that all of their customers
will have power by Nov. 13.
FPL is still trying to restore
power to 740,000 homes and busi
nesses as of Tuesday, 171,900 of
which are in Palm Beach County.
Twenty-one public schools
in Palm Beach County are still
without power as well, keeping
the entire school district closed.
Schools will not be allowed to
re-open until only 10 schools are
without power.
Resident of Pompano Beach,
Florida, Sharon McCoy has been
without power since Wilma. "I
have to be in the house by 6 p.m.
due to the county curfew. The
streets are eerie at night, every
thing's dark and the roar of all
the generators is extremely loud,"
McCoy said.
After viewing the devastation
from a helicopter, President Bush
visited a few disaster relief areas
on Oct. 27. He also surprised a
Baptist church in Pompano Beach
that was giving out food. "They
gave food to over 300 people that
day," McCoy said.
Hurricane Wilma destroyed
17 percent of the citrus crops in
Florida, accumulating to about
$180 million in losses. The Flori
da Citrus Mutual said that Wilma
knocked 35.7 million boxes of
fruit off of their trees, each box
having a volume of 90 pounds.
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Y KNOLLS - At
, Public Safety
responded to a complaint
of a student tampering
with a smoke detector
and smoking inside a resi
dence hall room. Subject
was reported as being
very uncooperative and
rude to both the R.A. and
R.D.
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TCULATA PARKING LOT
'lfwAiety responded
to a report of the smell of
marijuana coming from
a residence hall room.
Upon investigation, one
resident student and one
non-student were cited for
possession of marijuana
and drug paraphernalia.
SAN RAFAEL - At 11:59
p.m., resident assistants
cited a resident as minor
in possession of alcohol.
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PARKING LOT-At
2 p.m., Public Safety
responded to a report of
a suspicious person. The
subject was described as a
white male and was seen
near the tram stop, go
ing in the direction of the
West Parking Structure.

The subject has been seen in the presence of alcohol
on campus before. The and two students were cit
ed for Hosting with Minors
subject left the area.
and Minor in Possession.

of alcohol. Two students
were given minor in pos
session of alcohol cita
tions.

FY CENTER - At
Public Safety
responded to a report of
a suspicious person, de
scribed as a white male.
The individual left the
area.
MISSIONS A - Resident as
sistants cited several resi
dents with alcohol viola
tions.
MAHER HALL - At 11:05
p.m., resident assistants
responded to a report of
items being thrown from
the fourth floor of Maher
Hall. Upon investigation, a
group of 10 to 15 individu
als were seen in front of
two of the residence hall
rooms. Public Safety was
then called and responded
to the R.A.'s report of
multiple intoxicated stu
dents in the two rooms.
Three individuals were
given Drunk in Public cita
tions and one student was
transported to detox.
SAN JUAN - At 11:05 p.m.,
resident assistants re
sponded to a noise com
plaint. Upon investigation,
11 individuals were found

3L -At 2:29 a.m.,
nc'Hlfety responded
to a report of an intoxi
cated student. A field
sobriety test was admin'
istered to the intoxicated
student. The student was
then asked to take the
P.A.S. test, but refused in
dicating that she was will
ing to go to detox instead
The student was then
transported to detox.
SANTA ANITA - Public Safe
ty received a report of the
smell of marijuana com
ing from a nearby resi
dence hall room. The in
dividual reporting could
not identify which room
the smell was coming
from. The area was in
vestigated, but the odor
was not detected by the
responding officer.
SACRED HEART - At 5:30
a.m., Public Safety dis
covered graffiti writing
on the south entrance of
Sacred Heart. The writ
ing on the glass doors ap
peared to be done with a
black felt marker.

IRARY - At 2:14
p.m., Public Safety re
sponded to a report of two
juveniles creating a dis
turbance in Copley library.
Their parents were not in
the area, but they had been
seen near the tennis courts
before and have been drop
ping their children off at
the library on previous
occasions. Subjects were
advised to leave the library
and complied.
MAHER HALL - Public Safety
took a report of a theft of an
MP3 player from an unse
cured residence hall room.
The incident was reported
to have occurred between
the hours of 11 p.m. on Oct.
14 and 1 a.m. on Oct. 15.
The resident reported that
the MP3 player was taken
from a desk drawer. No
other items were reported
missing.
MAHER HALL - At 12:50
a.m., a resident assistant
responded to a noise com
plaint. Upon investiga
tion, nine individuals were
found to be in the presence
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Distinguished lecture by Masire
tributed significantly to the
type of leader he became.
giving them the opportuni Growing up very poor, Masire
ty to mine there. This fair learned to become frugal in the
trade Masire helped culti use of resources. He applied
vate has proved a great eco these principles learned as a
nomic asset to the country. youngster to his presidential
With his vast experience
in conflict resolution, many
questions directed toward
"Sometimes
Masire dealt with the skills
the spirit is
required of a mediator. Masire
stressed the importance of
willing but
gaining respect from all parties
and employing coercive me
the pocket is
diation while ensuring people
stayed at the table to talk.
weak."
Many different strategies
are needed to deal with dif
ferent types of parties, he
emphasized. For leaders to be policies. Perhaps this is why
successful in Africa, they must he succeeded in generating
take into account others' views such a successful Botswanian
so everyone feels respected. economy with so little debt.
Masire's background con
Masire expressed his hope
Cont. from Masire, Page 1

that the United Nations would
increase military involvement
in African conflict. He ex
plained that the African Union
has a program of action and
is attempting to help Darfur
but they do not have the re
sources required of them to
do all that they want to do.
"Sometimes the spirit is willing
but the pocket weak," Masire
said. The African Union is
doing as much as they can but
Masire hopes the rest of the
world will lend a helping hand.
In the final question of the
night Masire addressed what
he would communicate to stu
dents about peace building if he
were in a teaching position. He
began by saying that no man is
an island and the Monroe Doc
trine has failed. (The Monroe
Doctrine, as Masire interprets
it, developed an isolationist

policy for the United States
in dealing with world affairs.)
Masire hopes the world will
become a common village
where all countries bear one
another's responsibility. He
highlights the fact that there
are several countries where
only 40 percent of the chil
dren receive an education. He
believes that humans should
be invested in each other and
develop a common respon
sibility for other countries.
The IPJ holds weekly talks
on a variety of topics. This
event was one of many more
to come. In the future, the
IPJ will explore such topics
as surviving torture, pioneer
ing democracy in Zimba
bwe, and conflict behaviors
in the workplace. A list of
IPJ events can be found at
http://peace.sandiego.edu.
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AS wants to hear your voice!!!
If you have any questions, concerns, or ideas for
Associated Students please contact us.
We are here for YOU!

FIND TH€ T O K i K O
WITHIN!

Come by UC 161 or UC 225 or click on the Student Issues link on the
Unet, or for more information visit the UC Info Pesk.
to learn more about AS go to
www.sandiego.edu/associatedstudents.

AS PROGRAMMING!!!

11/4 *Greek Week Skit Night
7-9pm, UC Forum
11/5 *Greek Life hosts
Philanthropy Day, ll-5pm -

11/7 *Jewish Identity Awareness
Week begins
11/8 ^Program Board, 12:15pm,
Degheri Alumni Center
•Student Issues Board, 1:00pm,
UC103AB

Campaign for Quiet
@ USD

To the USD Undergraduate Community,
I sincerely hope that the year is treating you all well and that
you are finding success in all of your academic and
extracurricular endeavors. As no two sentences are alike, I am sure
that this semester has brought about new experiences as well as
newfound interests. Obviously accompanying these is the arousal
of new concerns and issues.
This being said, it is important for me to remind you that
any issue that you may have is an inherently important one. In fact,
for the past few weeks, the Student Issues Board, a
council of representatives from varying groups on campus, has
been adamantly working to resolve any issues brought forth thus
far. Theses include and of course are not limited to issues regarding
facilities, information technology services, dining services and even
tram services.
If you have any issues or concerns that you feel should be ad
dressed, please visit the Unet homepage and follow the subsequent
inks. If you would like to speak to someone in person, please feel
free to call extension 2590 or visit the Associated Students
Executive Office in UC 225.
Be sure to visit this section in the near future for updates on
issues on which we are currently working.
Best regards,
Michael Isaac Chavez Booth
Associated Students
Vice President of Student Issues
(619) 260-2590
booth -07@sand iego.edu

IMPORTANT DATES AND INFORMATION
BUDGET COMM1TEE
( T u r n in forms the Monday prior to the

meeting you would like to attend)
Thursday November 17th
Thursday December 1st
ICC BUDGET COMMITEE

Saturday Navember 5th
All requests are due by November 17th at
5:00pm in UC 113.
Come enioy a night of live music and a
APPLY NOW!!!!
great
AS Directorship positions open for
Spring 2006.
ambiance.
•AS Director of Academics
Music starts @10:00 p.m.
•AS Assistant Director of Concerts
Pick up an application today in UC 161
FREE SHOW!!!
or UC 225.
An event sponsored by:
"Chat Board
*Facebook
"Calendar of Euents
I ears.
"Local Velloui Pages
Associated Students
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO "Course and Teacher Guide
http://sandiego.dogears.net "Textbook Exchange

Hews
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Students for LIFE Lumina Study iPod given away

The Professional's Dry Cleaning Solution

Cont. from Life Walk, Page 1
mentor other youth programs at other
campuses," Fedenburg said.
After the walk was finished, a BBQ
was held. As people left they were given
a small gift bag containing the Southern
Cross (a Catholic newspaper), literature
on Life Perspectives, bumper stickers and
buttons. The USD students were in charge
of distribution of these gifts provided by
Life Perspectives.
Beside USD Students for LIFE, there
was an additional group that stood out at the
event. The Knights of Columbus attended
and made up much of the staff working the
event. The group came dressed to properly
represent the association. One knight even
marched at the head of the walk with USD
Students for LIFE, presenting the Knights
of Columbus flag as the march began. The
Knights of Columbus presented the colors
and put on a military-like display during the
national anthem before the walk began.
A number of smaller groups attended
but were not quite as noticeable as were
USD Students for LIFE or the Knights
of Columbus. Many families with babies
in strollers, children and teenagers in tow
and the elderly at their side walked in
support.
"The one thing that stood out more than
anything was how many families marched
with their children and even infants. The
presence of all ages from infants to the
elderly was touching and representative
of the respect for life from conception 'till
death that the participants had," sophomore
Dana Twal said.

relaxx^
USD Students Save
at relaxx Dry Cleaning

Same arid Next Day
Service Available
EXCLUSIW STUDENT

/oCjpgn

20%

II Dry Cleaning
>tTJ
IM IT

EXCLUSIVESTUDENT

£©/P0N
Pictured above are freshmen Michelle Darnai, winner Alyson.
and Nicole Burns during Professor Vidya Nadkarni's preceptorial class on Nov. 1.
•

BR1TTIN1 PETERSON
NEWS EDITOR

Freshman Alyson Jones was the
winner of the first of three iPod nanos
to be given away to participants in the
USD Lumina Longitudinal Study. She
recieved her iPod on Nov. 1 during her
preceptorial class.
One-hundred and fifty USD freshraen have participated in the study, and

150 more are needed. A second iPod
will be given away when 200 freshmen
have participated, and a third when 300
have participated. The deadline for the
Lumina Study has been extended until
Nov. 20.
Freshmen interested in participating
should talk to their preceptor, RA, or
email Michael Strait, Director of Assessment. at mstrait@sandiego.edu.

$2.$ Fluff and Fold
Service
NO LIMIT

relaxx Dry Cleaning
5401 Linda Vista Road
#402-A
San Diego,CA 92110
www.relaxxDryCleaninq.com

Copley Library
LICENSED

SMOG

CHECK

'$5.00 off smog
check & Oil Change
x/

TEST ONLY

g 2006 Course
Wednesdays 1-4 PM
Sign Lip Now

M We electronically transmit the Smog Certificate for You!
BT We don't sell repairs! Fast unbiased Smog checks
We do all Smog tests for any vehicle! RV's, Car, Trucks Vans, smogj
checks, Gross Polluters, Change Ownership, & Test Only Vehicles

Morena Test Only
1076 Morena Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92110

(619) 275-5144
We are located across the street from
[ico's taco shoo and Valero gas station.

Learn:
• Information Uteracy
• Uterature Review
• Ubrary Resources
• Internet Information
• APA & MIA Style

Library Research
Methods
3 Units At Copley
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Melissa Parrelli, Campus Focus Editor

parrelli08@gmail.com

USD's CASA gives a Halloween treat to Linda Vista youth
KATIE WALLACE

up booths with games and activities for
the
children to partake in. The night was
STAFF WR I T E R
a huge success.
Trick-or-treat, smell my feet; give
The event began as the kids poured in
me something good to eat. The age-old dressed as princesses, monsters, pirates,
phrase was heard last Friday as local dinosaurs and other things. USD studentchildren paraded through the halls of volunteers then escorted them through
Maher on a quest for candy. Among the the halls of Maher from the third floor
Twix, Butterfingers and M&Ms shone to the fifth, stopping at dorm rooms to
the smiling faces of a wide age range of proclaim "trick-or-treat." Residents stood
kids that made a pit stop at USD for its ready with bowls of candy to hand out
annual Halloween Festival.
to the kids.
Each year USD's Center for Aware
Freshman resident Molly O'Connor
ness, Service, and Action (CASA) said she enjoyed doing it because "the
presents a Trick-or-Treat Night, where little kids are so cute" as fellow resident
children from the Linda Vista area, Amanda Dunham chimed in, "Well, there
various after school programs and USD's goes all our candy."
own Best Buddies program come dressed
With hoards of trick-or-treaters walk
in an assortment of costumes to col ing through the halls, Maher residents
lect candy and enjoy other Halloween quickly ran out of candy and resorted to
festivities. Several other organizations giving out snacks such as cookies and
such as Mortar Board, ROTC and the rice krispie treats that they had lying
Honors Program helped out by setting around in their dorm rooms.
After filling
their pillow cas
es and pumpkin
buckets with all
kinds of candy, the
children headed
back to the UC
where other Hal
loween festivities
were underway.
Upstairs in the UC
Forum, a handful
of clubs and or
ganizations set up
stations to provide
fun activities for
the kids. The visi
tors could deco
rate cookies, get
ADENA JANSEN
their face painted
and play games
Student Kelly Raney gives a handful of goodies to some trickor-treaters who visited the halls of Maher last Friday.
ranging from a pin

ADENA JANSEN

Maher residents Jessica Fawcett and Kelly Winther give out candy to one of the
many little visitors attending CASA's annual Trick-or-Treat Night held on Oct. 28.

the nose on the pumpkin, to a pumpkin
toss, to a trivia game called "Where in
the World is Carmen San Diego." Each
game had prizes and more candy for
the kids.
"There were so many more kids than
we expected, but everyone was extreme
ly appreciative," junior Sam Pisani said,
as she painted camouflage and war-paint
on a four-year-old dressed as a marine.
The kids could then venture off to
one of two haunted houses, a scary one

designed by Associated Students or a
friendly haunted house in Tech Support,
for younger participants.
"We were the non-scary haunted
house," tech member Kirsten Loeffler
said. "The kids liked it because they got
candy, but they said that it wasn't that
scary. We still got lots of compliments,
though."
The event left participants smiling
with the success of a great night of trick
or treating and baskets full of candy.

techniques are geared towards escape,
not to challenge an aggressor. Shams
enthusiastically supports the class, not
ing that "90 percent of self defense is
education."
only an educational
R.A.D. is not
experience, it
and physical
port percan also supsonal growth.
"The class gave me
confidence and built my
self-esteem. It helped me to
realize that I do not have to be a
victim, or an easy target. I love teach
ing this class because I want to share
with other women what I learned and
gained from this course," Shams said.
Those taking R.A.D. classes view it
as a worthwhile experience. Participants
of the class described the experience as
valuable and educational.
A previous participant of an on-campus R.A.D. class said, "This workshop
is three highly worthwhile, partial days
out of your entire life. 1 recommend this
workshop for any woman or young girl
as a course for empowering her for the
rest of her life."

The R.A.D. website, located at www.
rad-systems.com, is also a resource
for anyone interested in learning more
about self-defense.
The next chance to experience this
class will be Nov. 7 through Nov 9.
Students who are interested can contact
Wajma Shams at (619) 260-7587 or
extension 7587 on-campus.

Women's defense classes are R.A.D.
KATHLEEN GALLAGHER
STAFF WR I T E R

In 2004, four instances of a forcible
sex offense occurred at USD and were
documented by the Public Safety crime
statistics. With this in mind, female
students should be aware of an essential
resource available on campus. Rape
Agression Defense (R.A.D.) classes are
taught every semester providing valu
able learning and growth experience
for women.
The goal of R.A.D., as stated on
their website, is "to develop and en
hance the options of self-defense, so
[these techniques] may become viable
considerations to the woman who is
attacked."
Founded in 1989, the R.A.D. sys
tems of self defense for women and
children are currently taught at nearly
400 colleges, universities, rape crisis
centers, municipal, state and county law
enforcement agencies. A R.A.D. class
has been offered on the USD campus for
the past three years. The class is taught
by Wajma Shams and Rick Lytle, and

is made possible with the support of
administrative vice president of Public
Safety Larry Barnett.
The class is a three-day program
open to women over the age of 13. The
majority of participants are students,
but faculty and their daughters have
also attended.
As a precautionary measure to pro
tect the confidentiality of the techniques
introduced, R.A.D. classes are open
only to women. The methods promoted
in the class rely on the element of sur
prise, so offering the class to women
prevents male attackers from taking the
class and learning defense techniques.
Participants and coordinators of the
R.A.D. class advocate education as a
premier defense for women. The class
teaches basic confrontational principles,
understanding reaction time and the
physiological effects of the body during
confrontation.
Women are also taught to depend on
themselves for protection rather than
relying on males, to understand the
importance of their decisions and to
realize their own physical power. All

MICROSOFT CLIP ART
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Kenneth Creech, Opinion Editor

Crchkn@aol.com

Students fall victim to college mid-life crisis
DEBBIE FRIEDMAN

UWIRE/U. MASSACHUSETTS

What do you want to be when you
grow up? I can only imagine the hun
dreds of times this question comes up
in the course of an average adolescent's
life. It seems that the moment we are
old enough to utter the word "cop" or
"doctor" society quickly pushes pack
aged toys at us, intending to mold us
into some sort of professional.
We start small but aim high. In el
ementary school everyone wants to be
a doctor, lawyer or something noble like
a firefighter. During this age in which
disillusionment has yet to pounce upon
us, everyone can be anything. Being
president doesn't seem all that unat
tainable. Working at McDonald's seems
like the best job ever and all you need to
be a movie star is the right pair of star
shaped, glitter sunglasses.
However, once the glasses come off
and reality rears its ugly head on our
innocent, young minds, the idea of what
we want to be becomes a much harder
question to answer. This struggle to pick
a path in life is not easy. That is why as
the time to make the real choice nears
the question of "what do you want to
be when you grow up" becomes scary
instead of exciting. The scariest thing
of all is the day you realize "when you
grow up" is not only very close, but is
quite possibly staring you in the face.
This realization is what I like to call
the "College Mid-life Crisis," or the
C.M.C.

BRIAN LARROW

By visiting the USD Career Center in the Hughes Administration building, students
can preempt the effects of the College Mid-life Crisis.

Typically the C.M.C. hits at some
point during your junior year, although
it can range from person to person. It is
usually prompted by a stressful meeting
with your advisor, roaming aimlessly
through a job and/or internship fair, or
talking with an annoying classmate who
has their life's goals in place and listed
in bullet points on glossy white paper.
Around this time, you might force
yourself to sit down and think about
where you want to go in life and how
you are going to get there. After five
minutes of serious contemplation you
might come to the conclusion that you
have absolutely no idea how to answer
either of those questions and decide to
head to the nearest bar or party with the
person you know will drink with you at

the drop of a hat.
Unfortunately, there is no known
cure for the C.M.C. You cannot handle
it like 40-year-olds do when they hit
mid-life. We do not have the money to
go out and buy something ridiculously
expensive like a sports car.
We cannot start dating someone sig
nificantly younger because that would
get us into some serious legal trouble,
and we cannot decide to start drinking
because we already have that covered
as college students. So, how are we
supposed to deal with the haunting
realization that college is "half-way"
over and the time to pick a career and
life direction is upon us?
In a country where we start looking
at colleges during seventh grade, it is no

HALLOWEEN

wonder that we feel pressured to have
our lives planned out by the age of 22. If
you go into a career services office they
have handouts outlining what steps to
take to get you into a cubicle as quick as
possible, but what is the rush? I say, so
long as you are not that person watching
episodes of Pokemon on your laptop
in lecture, you have absolutely nothing
to worry about (yes, I really have seen
that happen). Sometimes it is quite
stressful thinking about a future that is
so unknown. Mapping out your destiny,
however, is impossible and will put you
on the fast track to a mental institution
instead of a cubicle or dream job.
Since we are laying the foundation
to build upon for the rest of our lives, it
is important to work hard and make it
as solid as possible. However, what we
will build is something that will come
with time. If you are currently dealing
with anxiety associated with C.M.C.,
I would suggest taking a deep breath
and trying to take each day as it comes.
Of course, we have to plan things out
to some degree, but if you are always
planning the future you are not living in
the present, cliche as it may sound.
As Ferris Bueller once said, "Life
moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and
look around once in a while, you could
miss it."
I suppose the trick is to find a happy
medium between obsessive planning
and aimless ignorance with regards to
the rest of your life. And as long as you
bring some of your starry-eyed, child
like virtue with you to balance out the
cynicism of growing older, you will be
able to get through any crisis.

N l GHT
MARYKA PAQUETTE
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Miers withdraws
court nomination
to block the Miers nomination, now has
a
thank you note posted to Miers for
WRITER
withdrawing her nomination.
The site is based entirely upon one
Recently, President Bush nominated
Harriet Miers to replace Justice Sandra of Bush's campaign promises:
"He promised to appoint judges who
Day O'Connor. Embracing Bush's ide
were
both conservative and believers
als, conservatives came out from under
rocks and climbed down from trees to in a strict interpretation of the Con
stitution... People had elected George
jubilantly support the nomination.
After all, conservatives trust and Bush in the hopes he would restore the
support Bush so they certainly would integrity of our federal courts."
The desire to have strict-construcsupport his judicial nomination, right?
tionist judges, who do not leave the
Wrong.
The conservative outcry against Constitution open for interpretation,
the Miers nomination was deafening. makes sense. If conservatives believed
Miers' decision to withdraw her nomi Miers would take a more activist ap
nation was not a result of the liberal proach, opposition to her nomination
response to her nomination, as would would seem fair. However, the indi
be expected, but instead, it came from viduals at keepyourpromise.net use
conservatives who worried about her constructionist ideals to mask their true
potential effects on the court. The desire—injecting God into Constitu
implications of this could prove ter tional interpretations.
Later, the conservatives at keepyourrifying.
promise.net explain:
"The unyielding efforts of the secu
lar left have driven us towards a
society that is steadily rejecting the
laws of God on which our nation was
founded. Babies are being aborted for
convenience. Same-sex relationships
are being sanctioned...And euthanasia
is being used to kill the sick and the
elderly...In their wisdom, our Founding
Fathers established America on Biblical
principles."
This blatant admittance that conser
vatives seek a justice who will amal
gamate church and state is terrifying.
They do not want a constructionist
judge, but a judge that will be just as
activist as the liberals of whom they
disapprove.
Interpreting the Constitution as
prohibiting same-sex marriages and
euthanasia is hardly a textual approach.
Where are the clauses that prohibit
those acts?
If the conservative response to the
Miers
nomination is because of a fear
Miers was attacked for being un
that
she
will not force God into the
qualified for the position of associate
justice and it was assumed she had been Constitution, then non-conservatives
nominated because she was a close should all be wary of any nomination
of which they do approve.
friend of the president.
If conservatives think a strict con
When the senate judiciary committee
asked to examine certain White House structionist approach is what they really
documents, Miers requested that Bush seek, they may want to actually read
withdraw her nomination and Bush the Constitution and then reconsider
did so claiming he was protecting Ex their options. They will find no clause
ecutive privilege. He continued, saying explicitly or implicitly banning eutha
that Miers' decision to withdraw did nasia, same-sex unions or any other
not come from attacks that she was practices they dislike.
Monday, President Bush nominated
unqualified.
Judge
Samuel Alito, who has already
Miers was staff secretary in the
begun
to
collect support from some of
White House and deputy chief of staff
for policy before her nomination. She the people who were opposed to Miers'
was a lawyer in private practice for nomination. Not everyone was pleased
twenty-seven years and the first female with this choice.
"The president has chosen to reward
president of the Dallas Bar Association
one faction of his party, at the risk of
and the State Bar of Texas.
She is not the first nominee to have dividing the country," U.S. Sen. Patrick
been a close personal friend of the Leahy, the ranking Democrat on the
president either. The real cause for Senate Judiciary Committee, said.
It is clear that the real effects of this
withdrawal was the conservative outcry
nomination
period, may not be evident
arising from her nomination.
for
many
years.
Keepyourpromise.net, a site created
KATELYNN M C B R I D F
STAFF

"If conser
vatives think
a strict con
structionist ap
proach is what
they really
seek, they may
want to actual
ly read the Con
stitution and
then reconsider
their options."
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Prop 7 3^ .
amends the California CiJfstM
require physicians to notify AJlto
minor 48 hours before they perform an abortion
onfiie niinon However, it ® "

'

would not be required to nc 'parents in cases of
medical emergencies.
ition. parents could
elect to waive their1
; to be informt
fori
viding written notice # the minor^f
Pregnant minors could also seek % waiver
from the couff^which wcffip%e granted
if the minor^M^ouncr sufficiently
mature and weU-infiprm^jf to
decide whether to have
an abortion."
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U-WIRE/UC BERKELEY
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The University of California-Berkeley College
Republicans and Cal Democrats squared off in front
of an audience of nearly 100 students last night in a debate
about Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's propositions on the
Nov. 8 special election ballot.
Prop 74 increases the probati
"There's probably more people here tonight than will
i" itecfemplo
I aq|pgiod for certificated
employees!
vote
in this election," event moderator, lecturer Alan
lofK -12 schools from two years t<to five
Ross
said with laughter from the crowd.
and changes the dismissal process
p$pce for
The debate zeroed in on Propositions 74, 75,76 and
permanent employees of these
schools
lese sc
77,
the four initiatives backed by Schwarzenegger's
making two consecutive unsatisfac
unsatwacagenda
for reform.
tory evaluations sufficient evidence
"These
are not Republican propositions," senior Gor
for dismissal. Although it effects
don Li, representing BCR, said. "These are non-partisan
all certifi
_ „ W of
accountability
propositions."
schools,
jrswohldbe
But
freshman
Brian
Wantz of the Cal Democrats countered
most e
that the special election was Schwarzenegger's costly
of punishing his political enemies.
i
'H
This special election is going to cost $60 million andyoi^
ing to pay for it through increased fees, reductions in essential
a waste of time," Wantz said.
Li argued that Proposition 74, which extends the amount of time required for teachers5
to obtain tenure from two years to five, is reasonable.
^
"We all know there are bad teachers out there and that they are pretty hard to fire,'me said.
"In the private sector, if you don't do your job well, you're fired the next day."
dm
fw m
Wantz responded to BCR's accountability claims by citing Schwarzenegger's borrow
Prop 75 will amend state statutes to i
ing of funds from Proposition 98, a 1988 law that set a funding minimum for public
lions to ask government employees
educations'
m to use their fqpds for political pur
"1 heard no mention of the accountapproved, propositi^ 75 would reqipmrnl
for the governor when
gain written permission from government empf
he broke*# is promise
on an annual basis. -X/ p
y ••
(lisp our schools
Currently unions can use funds conect^Ffrom1
fjilly," he said.

dues for political purposes without Wi%permission I
of either union or non-union members. Prop 75 re-1
quires unions to get permission from both uniorj
•"and non-union members M
Prop 75 excludesconfributmri^Mpittin^
charities.
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Prop 76 limits state spending based <
recent spending in the state, if approved, |v
' liPrs sPen^'n§ would be equivalent to1
he last years spending wfflf the average revcnue >wths<
Mpf the three previous years added
toiCThis complicated
.tedcalcula"
tion is designed
to maintain a steady economy and spending
habits in California, where revenue has tendec
to fluctuate severely whenever the "economy
shifts. In addition, prop 76 would allow the
Governor to declare a "fiscal emergency"
based on estimates and. in such afcase,
would allow themto tMlatdra*
duce spending ROTits. J M
W/

it out!

&

Prop 80 seeks to better
isoelectric service providers
^making ihemsubje|Uto cot
California Malic I Jtilities. II
it would also limit
switching ffem private el
viders to other ones. It ah
all electric retailers to
renewable energy
procureffig^by^l
percent eas&yeaj

Proposition 75 would require public employee unions to receive annual written permis
sion from members before spending dues for political purposes, which BCR debater, senior
Melanie Smith said is a common-sense measure.
"Unions are condescending to the workers they are supposed to represent," Smith
said.
But Wantz argued that Proposition 75 was another power grab by Schwar
zenegger.
"This is an attempt by the governor to weaken his political opponents and
disenfranchise the men and women who fought against his cuts to education,
health care and public safety," Wantz said.
Smith countered that the Cal Democrat's members were avoiding the
j
*far v/i v .
issue at hand.
Like prop 78, prop 19 seeks tot create a
"If you take one thing from this debate, let it be that when you can't
discount drug program. However, there are
debate the merits, attack the supporter," she said.
some differences between prOp 78 and 7p
Li said Proposition 76, which overturns Proposition 98 and gives the
Prdp 78 applies TP-families with an aipipl
governor more control over the budget, was a needed reform for cutting
income of about 1§29,000-858,000. Prop 79 ap
California's deficit.
plies to families with an annual income of about
. Aeihrnan Robert Klein, representing Cal Democrats, said Proposition
$38,000-$r7,000.
costs 'ndivmuals
*76 opened the door for reckless cuts to essential services.
$15 a year; proMp costs them
addi
Proposition 77, which hands over the drawing of legislative districts
tion, prop 79 has other differences, including
MTpanel of retired judges rather than legislators, was also a topic ofA
changing state law to make itallegal for a
•rebate.
.ry|
drug maker to profiteer from the sale of
While Smith said the initiative would lead to a more accountable leg
drugs, and.creating a niffe^ember
islature, Klein said it was poorly written and would not fundamentally alter
panel that will review Iccess to and
the current system.
i
' < •
pricing of drug^Sk. j Jjr
Students at the event said the debate was informative by bringing

I

j

isures tgf light
jink Troth sides preted their arguments very

ar Mihai Giur^Cu said

T

Prop 77 changes the redistricting process II
for the state Legislature, Boafd of Equalization I
x(BOE), and the U.S. House qf Representatives.
The process proposed u$es a three-member panel
of judges to decide the redistricting lines. These
judges must meet a number of specific criteria,
including nevlf having held political offici, not
having changed party affiliation during Their
judicial appointment and not having received
any income from political sources in the last i
tandards
year. Prop 77 also sels up n
all
for the redistriqgng lines. If
tnes
Legislature and BQE distri
may not exceed a one psreer iifference in popul
"V

s»
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What is the law?
A place where convention is reinforced?

Or more than that?
A place to learn a broad repertoire of skills.
A rigorous curriculum in a supportive environment.
An intersection of theory and practice.

Explore the wide scope of the law
in a school devoted to the big picture.

CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW | San Diego

What law school ought to bef

www.G^liforniaWestern.edu
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HOLLYWOOD TANS

Camino Village Plaza

FREE TAN

(Next to HomeCoods Store)

282-G N. El Camino Real

Encinitas, CA 92024

760-635-1200

Offer valid for one Free Tan in HT60
Tanning Booth, First time customers only I
with ID, Offer valid at Encinitas, Sports t .
Arena & Mission Valley Salons only,
i

Park Valley Center Mission Valley

5171 Mission Center Rd. Suite C

San Diego, CA 92108

619-260-9017
Sports Arena

WITH COUPON. EXPIRES 11/30/05

619-222-2200

$19.99 applies to HT42 Booth. See Salon for Details.

3589 Midway Drive

San Diego, CA 92110
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"Something New" offers unique sound to listeners
NICOLE COOK

a microphone stand, and we would just
sing for people, and it was a lot of fun
but when I think back to it, it was kind
By combining rich piano and vocals of lame."
with savy guitar playing, independent
Rubarth says her music is a mixture
artist Amber Rubarth introduces audi of acoustic, folk, soul and pop. Her influ
ences to a fresh sound with her debut ences include local touring artists as well
CD "Something New."
as Johnatha Brooke, The Animators (they
"In everything that I do in music I produced her record), Joel Ackerson and
want to have something that people Martin Sexton.
haven't seen before," Rubarth said.
"He's [Martin Sexton] my hero and I
This idea extends to the way "Some got to open for him a few months ago in
thing New" is packaged. The CD is Reno. He does soul/folk but it's really
inside a steel tin with a uniquely shaped intense," Rubarth said.
lyric sheet to offer something different
"You'll have people crying in the
to her fans.
audience and you'll have people danc
Though a self-taught guitarist and ing and the whole thing is this huge
pianist, Rubarth deviated from her true experience."
calling.
To record "Something New," Rubarth
She attended the University of Ne flew to New York. The actual recording
vada at Reno to study art, but once there took place in Brooklyn.
decided that it was not for her.
"I was out there for a month and we
"I had a conversation with the teacher worked every single day except for, I
and he was saying how you really have think, three or four days we had off. We
to do your number one passion...I quit, did all the tracking for the drums, and
like, right at that point. I told him that I then we did the bass, and then we did
was gonna do music because it's always guitars and just kind of built them all up
been the number one thing I've liked stage by stage," Rubarth said.
One of Rubarth's favorite songs on the
doing," Rubarth said.
After playing at a coffee house in album is "Underground Angel."
"That one's just really, really simple
Reno with some friends, Rubarth gained
and it's just guitar and vocals and cello.
her first weekly gig.
"Two of my friends and I just went It's kind of about being grateful for
in there and started playing uninvited, the people that you have around you,"
but the people there liked it and so they Rubarth said. Her other favorite song is
called us to come back every week," entitled "Two," she said.
"That one has tons of production on it
she said. "We had a Radioshack mi
crophone and this little tiny amp that and all these horns and just crazy instru
sounded horrible. We would just go in ments. That one was really fun to do in
the corner and one person would hold the studio," Rubarth said.
Unlike other artists, Rubarth's lyrics
the microphone 'cause we didn't have
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

AMBER RUBARTH

Amber Rubarth's debut CD "Something New" combines acoustic, folk, soul and
pop creating a rich sound all her own. Rubarth will be performing at the San
Diego Indie Music Festival Nov. 5 at the Historic Abbey on 5th Avenue.

focus on the behaviors of people.
"I think the lyrics hit on different
points that are sometimes not hit on
by other artists, like the reasons behind
why people do things rather than tell
ing stories," Rubarth said. "It's kind of
like asking people 'well, why is this
happening?' she said."
Rubarth has gained a following,
allowing her to perform at such pres
tigious places as the Reno Hilton and
New York City's Knitting Factory.
In addition, she was called "One
of the most original talents in today's
independent music scene" by NorCal

TV.
USD was lucky enough to have her
perform at the Torero Grille on Oct.
15.
"It was my first time there and all
the people were super nice who helped
out. I played three sets of music and it
was the longest I've been up onstage
by myself. A lot of people liked it and
bought CDs and it was really fun,"
Rubarth said.
Rubarth will be performing at the
San Diego Indie Music Festival on
Saturday Nov. 5 at The Historic Abbey
on 5th Avenue.

"Good Night and Good Luck" proves a success
"Good Night" details Edward Murrow's fight against McCarthyism
In 1954, Murrow delivers an in-depth was "L.A. Confidential," is one of
report
to America on his findings, which the many character actors who has
STAFF WRITER
contains footage of McCarthy, speaking been given the chance to shine in
After an admirable turn with 2002's in contradictions about why he is con commanding lead roles. As Murrow,
"Confessions of a Dangerous Mind," ducting this witchhunt. McCarthy later Strathairn captures the mannerisms of
George Clooney returns to prove his appears on Murrow's CBS show, "See It the great anchor with ease, while at
talents as not just an actor, but a director Now," to defend himself, which actually the same time keeping the audience
and co-writer with "Good Night, and makes him look more
mesmerized with
"Those studying
devious.
his voice.
Good Luck."
While various other
The film follows celebrated CBS
It is a perfor
fields of journalism,
news
outlets
believe
news anchor Edward R. Murrow as
mance that has
history, commnicaDavid Strathairn rallies against commu what Murrow is re
already been
tion and ethics will
nist-hunting senator Joseph McCarthy porting, it is not until
honored with an
in the 1950s. Helping Murrow to bring his landmark telecast
find the film satisfy a w a r d f r o m t h e
down McCarthy are his producer, Fred against McCarthy that
prestigious Venice
ing. Others will ap
Friendly (Clooney), his fellow an they finally show sup
Film Festival.
chor, Don Hollenback (Ray Wise), the port.
All the support
preciate the story
The
film
is
very
other men behind the camera (Robert
telling, as it is an im ing roles are well
Downey Jr., Jeff Daniels, Tate Dono stylized and because
cast, but special
portant event in our
van, Tom McCarthy and Matt Ross) of that not everyone
acknowledgement
must be given to
the loyal secretaries (Patricia Clarkson, will enjoy it. The stark,
nation's history."
black-and-white
cine
Alex Borstein and Rose Abdoo) and
Ray Wise as Don
the head of CBS, William Paley (Frank matography provides a clean look to the Hollenback and Frank Langella as
film while the editing provides simple, William Paley.
Langella).
Wise delivers a strong but brief turn
The film chronicles how Murrow yet effective transitions. Coupled with
gathers evidence to bring down Mc the direction and costumes, the produc as the anchor that reported the news
after Murrow's famous speech. Wise
Carthy for terrorizing people who had tion clearly sets the tone for the film.
Strathairn,
whose
largest
film
to
date
has the tough job of showing many
no clear connection to communism.

ALFONSO MAGANA

emotions in a small period of time. It
is difficult to forget him when the film
is over.
Langella's portrayal of Paley, the
only man who could keep Murrow in
check but doesn't, is performed with
such composure that the audience for
gets he acting.
Those who connect will the material
will thoroughly enjoy the film. Those
studying fields of journalism, history,
communication and ethics will find the
film satisfying.
Others will appreciate the storytell
ing, as it is an important event in our
nation's history.
Clooney has said that the film is not
only supposed to be a history lesson,
but should serve as a reminder of how
powerful people will sometimes stop at
nothing to destroy lives.
Clooney uses film clips directly from
McCarthy's hearings to present the hard
facts. No doubt, there will be many con
servatives who will attack Clooney for
his sly way of presenting the truth, but,
then again, the same thing happened to
Murrow.
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"Who Rules?"can't compete in the DVD trivia market
Also, the overall production
doesn't live up to the stunning
STAFF W R I T E R
complexity of "Trivial Pursuit:
"Who Rules?," the latest Pop Culture Edition," which
DVD trivia game to hit the comes across as more profes
market comes out Nov. 8 and is sionally made.
a product of the Burbank-based
It is designed as a game
company, The Cannery.
show and is hosted by Patrick
However, when viewed Warburton, who has appeared
in comparison to many other in "Seinfeld," "The Tick" and
trivia games that are currently "Less than Perfect." Known
available, "Who Rules?" can't for his comedic talents, many
of his lines on the DVD just
compete.
aren't that funny.
Senior Amanda De La
"It seemed kind of Fuente said, "The commen
corny. Like some tary they gave him to say was
stupid and felt inappropriately
thing you would
placed."
Many times he comes across
set up for younger
as annoying. Also, when one
kids, not even
gets the wrong answer his
teens. It doesn't
response is often insulting.
But, if viewed with an air of
seem appropri
detachment, some humor can
ate for adults.
be found in his comments.
The questions try to test all
Like 'The Price is
forms of knowledge and in the
Right,' but lamer." process provide more variety
of information than some of the
other games on the market. For
"Who Rules?" offers up instance, some other games are
some interesting trivia, but movie, TV or Disney specific
comes across onscreen as an and therefore limit those who
noying and inconsistent. It does can play.
offer video clips, but they can't
"Who Rules?" contains sev
compare to the more polished en different categories. Dirty
clips offered by "Scene It."
Laundry deals with scandals,

heather D eP riest

Culture Shock offers ques
tions pertaining to pop culture,
Political Asylum tests politi
cal knowledge, Site Seer asks
questions about locations,
Brain Busters test basic knowl
edge, Think Tank focuses on
science and technology, and
TAILG8R shows a license
plate saying and the player has
to guess who it applies to.
Many of the questions are
challenging and offer inter
esting pieces of information.
However, often times Warburton's responses state the
obvious and do not offer new
information in regards to the
correct answer. Plus, the video
clips often run longer than
Warburton's responses and
therefore leave quite a bit of
dead air.
The questions do not seem
as well-developed as those of
"Trivial Pursuit."
"The questions were a bit
hard and asked you to go very
far back in history and then
asked you very personal stuff
related to old politicians and
celebrities," De La Fuente
said.
Senior Kelly Brooks agreed,
"I thought the game was a bit
cheesy and it would have been
more fun if the questions were
a little easier."

CANNERY GAMES
"Who Rules," hosted by Patrick Warburton includes over 800 trivia
questions and video clips.The DVD game will be released on Nov.
8 with a suggested retail price of $24.99.

The game was visually stim
ulating and geared towards
children, but the questions
were obviously for adults.
"It seemed kind of corny.
Like something you would set
up for younger kids, not even
teens. It doesn't seem appro
priate for adults. Like 'The
Price is Right,' but lamer," De
La Fuente said.
On the other hand, the pic
tures for the different catego
ries were well thought out.
Another unique aspect that
"Who Rules?" brings to the

DVD trivia game market is its
scoring system.
Instead of just passing out
straightforward points, it gives
out prizes such as a yo-yo, a
flashlight, a teddy bear and
a one-and-a-half person tent.
This makes the scoring more
entertaining than the usual ad
dition of one more point.
"Who Rules?" does achieve
a game show feel and Warbur
ton has some funny moments
of commentary, but it can't
compete with other products
in its market.
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International Week is an opportunity for the USD community to come together to celebrate the many benefits of international education. This joint initiative by the U.S. Depart
ment of State and U.S. Department of Education is an effort to promote programs and attract future leaders from abroad to study, learn, and exchange experiences.
This year's preview of activities and events include panel presentations and discussions, an International Fair showcasing a variety of entertainment, films focusing on global is
sues, contests, special international fare offered by dining services, fabulous Bookstore sales, and much, much, more ...

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2005
6:00 pm / Poetry Night @Aromas
7:30 pm / International Film: L'auberge Espagnol @ U.C. Student Lounge, Room 119

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2005
12 noon - 2:00 pm / International Fair @ Front of the University Center
6:30 pm / Monte Christi Shipwreck @ U.C. 107
(Presented by Dr. Jerome Hall)

WEDNESDAY, NOVMEBER 16, 2005
12 noon - 2 pm / International Panel Luncheon @ IPJ Conference Room AB
5:30 pm / International Film: Born into Brothels (2005 Film) @ Warren Hall, Room 2A
(Featuring President & Founder of Restore International - Bob Golf)
9:00 pm / Mass for Peace @ Founders Chapel

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 2005
8:30 am-5:00 pm/Women Peacemakers: Court of Accountability @ IPJ
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm / International Coffee House @ U.C. 132
4:00 pm / 50 years of Pedro Paramo, A Celebration of Juan Rulfo @ French Parlor in Founders
7:30 pm / International Film @ U.C. Study Lounge, Room 119

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2005
8:30 am - 5:00 pm / Women Peacemakers: Court of Accountability @ IPJ
* November 10th, DON'T MISS THE IPJ FILM SERIES'. "Leading the Way to Peace" - the 2004 premiere of the Women Peacemaker Documentary film followed by discussion.
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Where every size is a SUPER size!

Buy One & Get One

• FREE access to over
400 local ATMs

FREE!

• Student Visa® with
no annual fee

ALSO SERVING

• Low-rate Computer Loans*

• Coffee Shakes

• FREE Checking, FREE Online Bill Pay,
FREE Online Banking and FREE Phone Banking

Guaranteed best rate
Auto Loans"

( Small or Larger with this AD )

• Fruit Smoothies
• Tea Smoothies
• Wow Cow
• Low Carb

California
Coast w.vi
• Loans & check cards subject to approval, terms
subject to change. CCCU membership required.
No fee to join. " Some restrictions apply
$25 savings balance required at California Coast.

NCUA |

Call for Today's Flavors!

858-268-0991
7612 Linda Vista Road Suite 114
(At Mesa College Dr and Linda Vista Rd)
San Diego, CA 92111
Expires 11-30-05 • Not good with any other offer
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Men's lacrosse begins title defense
DALTON BRAY
STAFF WRITER
This past weekend the USD Men's La
crosse team kicked off their bid to retain
the national championship they earned last
year. Playing in a round robin tournament
at UCSD, the Toreros split two games
against Chapman and UCSD. San Diego
was able to hang on and beat Chapman
7-5, but lost to UCSD 5-3.
Rookie Ben Tilton led the team this
past weekend in scoring with four goals.
Sophomore Danny Barber contributed
with one goal and two assists. Juniors
Casey Moore and Marshall Schulz had
two each.

This Saturday, USD Men's Lacrosse
will play Chapman again, but this time at
home. This will be the first home game
since the team won the inaugural Division
B National Championship.
Last year, USD defeated Utah Valley
State 9-6 to win the championship, which
was played in Blain, Minnesota.
This year's Toreros are a very young
team, with only three seniors and 15 new
players. "We are a young team with a lot
of fire power," senior captain Steve Merrel
said. "We are a close bunch of guys, and
I love all of them."
This Saturday's game will be on Man
chester field at 2:30 p.m. Come and check
out the defending national champions.

DALTON BRAY

The USD Men's Lacrosse Team plays this Satutday at 2:30 p.m. on Manchester field.

Doubles tennis champions crowned

campusrecreation@sandiego.edu

The Fitness Guru

Fitness, health, and well-being on campus
DAVID FREEMAN
ASST. FITNESS DIRECTOR

So, I'm wondering if any of you are
really reading this column. I haven't
received one email question about health
and fitness problems! At first I thought,
"well, it's a new column in The Vista, and
you are just waiting for someone else to
email in first."
But, now, after half a semester, I'm
wondering if you actually have questions
or concerns about your well being on
campus?
I know you have a lot of course work to
do, but surely you have a moment to think
about your body, mind and spirit. Don't be
shy, email those questions. I might even be
able to give you some inside information
on the how-to and wherefore of fitness.
Now back to our regularly scheduled
program: fitness, health, and well being
on campus. I know many of you are feel
ing the pressure of the academic semester
bearing down upon you. This week, I
suggest that you dance your academic
stress away.
Stress and over-studying can separate
your mind and body. Dance reconnects
mind, body and spirit with feelings of
strength, control, and well-being. It also
relieves pain caused by tension, and
invigorates through gentle aerobic condi
tioning. When you return to your books,
you'll actually absorb and retain more
information.
For strength and control, I recommend
ballet dance, which is taught here at USD
by Marilyn Green. Ballet is disciplined,
structured, and will help get you in touch
with your body.
For getting in shape: try dancercise,
(including ballet), aerobics, hip-hop or
any movement class that includes continu
ous motion while using a lot of muscle
groups.
If you are seeking a mode of self ex
pression, try lyrical jazz or modem dance.
Both of these dance styles can help to
balance your personal emotions through
the combination of free-flowing and con-

Classifieds:
Thursday Nov 3:

DAN MULVILLE

After starting with 24 teams six weeks ago, the Fall IM tennis season concluded
last week with their championship matches. In the "A" league, team "Game,
Set, Match" (John Suvor and Nick Blickenstaff, L to R above) captured the IM
championship, in the "B" league, the "Dream Team" (Peter Byrne and Cassie
Bettoncourt) prevailed in a three set finals match.

U2 tribute band
playing at the Dublin
SquarePub in the
Gaslamp. Authentic
sound and look. For
more info:
www.desireu2tribute.com

619-583-3603.

' trolled movement. Jazz dance is offered in
beginner and advanced levels throughout
the year with Green. Dance studios outside
of USD, such as the Academy of Perform
ing Arts, offer modem dance classes with
a variety of teachers.
To improve your social-emotional bal
ance, try ballroom dance, salsa, swing,
cha-cha, waltz, and square dancing. They
can all open you to a diverse and mindchallenging form of movement while hon
ing your social skills. If you are shy about
public dancing, just put on your favorite
music at home and move any way your
body feels. Shaking the blues away to your
favorite band is a great stress reliever.
If you want a structured dance class,
USD offers many each semester, such as
the salsa class led with Rich Lundin or the
fitness hip-hop class with J. Waali. Even
my PiYo class—Krishna's dance with a
contemporary exercise system thrown in
for good measure-will help to give you
balance.
FIT TIP DU JOUR: Life, liberty and
happiness are only three of the crucial
ingredients for a healthy body, mind, and
spirit. The joy of movement is one of
life's great gifts, be it walking, Tai Chi,
or hip-hop.
So, get up and dance! Do as Madonna
says and "Move to the music." You'll be
glad you did.
Namaste,
David Freeman
Fitness Gum

Jagruthi ki
Diwali
Nov 6th, 3-6pm
Garfield Theater
La Jolla
A Cultural Show/Fundraiser
for AIDS affected Indian children
featuring classical, folk, Bhangra,
Bollywood dances and a RAFFLE
with over $2000 worth of prizes.

Tickets & info:
http://jagruthi.org.in/events, htm
http://www.netipsd.org
Box Office 858-362-1348
SUPPORT A WORTHY CAUSE
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Anthony Gentile, Sports Editor

America tunes out national pastime MARCONI'S

White Sox World Series sweep of Astros draws record-low television ratings
PETER BYRNE
STAFF WRITER
The Chicago White Sox
hadn't won the World Series in
88 years (two more than the Red
Sox's drought). They overcame
immense adversity at the end of
the regular season to hold off the
charging Cleveland Indians and
silence claims that they were
"choking."
The other Chicago baseball
team went 11-1 in the playoffs
(tying the Yankees 1999 record),
defeating two of the last three
World Series Champions in the
process. And America could re
ally care less.
The White Sox-Astros 2005
World Series received the low
est ratings of any World Series
ever. It was down seven percent
from the previously lowestrated Series, in 2002 when the
Anaheim Angels defeated the
San Francisco Giants in seven
games.
So why did America not tune
in to this year's World Series?
Was it because it was a sweep?
One might think so, but last
year's Red Sox-Cardinals series
also only lasted four games, and
it was rated 30 percent higher.
Additionally, either one or

two runs decided every game in
the 2005 World Series, whereas
only one of the 2004 games
was decided by such a small
margin. Ultimately, however,
this World Series was doomed
by last year's.
Many elements were differ
ent in this series. First of all,
the series lacked star power.
The White Sox biggest stars,
first baseman Paul Konerko and
series Most Valuable Player,
outfielder Jermaine Dye, are two
players who historically known
for killing fantasy teams, as well
as not getting clutch hits in the
playoffs.
The Astros had superstar
starting pitcher Roger Clemens,
but he only appeared once in
the four games, and left fielder
Lance Berkman and third base
man Morgan Ensberg just are
not household names.
Last year's series included
stars like the Cardinals' Albert
Pujols and Jim Edmonds, and
the Red Sox's Manny Ramirez,
and David Ortiz every game, not
to mention pitching appearances
by Boston's Curt Schilling and
Pedro Martinez.
Secondly, the Astros and
White Sox simply fail to stir up
the kind of interest together that

the Red Sox did on their own.
When Boston is in the World
Series, their large fan base will
obviously tune in, but so will
the millions of Yankees fans
that root against them, as well
as millions of others across the
country who are not necessarily
baseball fans simply because it
is the Red Sox.
And, finally, this year's ear
lier playoff rounds did not have
nearly the excitement of last
year's. You might remember
a certain 0-3 comeback in last
year's American League Cham
pionship Series, and a nearly
equally captivating Astros-Car
dinals National League Champi
onship Series in which Houston
outfielder Carlos Beltran played
out of his mind.
At the start of the World
Series last year, people were
saying, "I don't want to miss a
pitch." By the time the Series
rolled around this year, most
people's attitudes were, "Let's
get this over with so Fox will
show the OC on Thursday
nights."
Imagine acing a karaoke
performance but having fol
lowed Whitney Houston or
giving an excellent computer
seminar after Bill Gates gave a

presentation. That is what the
White Sox feel like right now.
Inevitably, this World Series
will be remembered as "the year
after the Red Sox won it." It's
not Chicago's fault, but that is
just how it is following an un
forgettable act.
It's a shame that nobody
tuned in to watch the White
Sox win their first World Series
since 1917. Aside from the 100
year-olds who vowed to never
again watch a White Sox World
Series after the 1919 Series fix,
most of America had nothing
against Chicago.
When it comes down to it.
Scott Podsednik's walk-off
home run in game one of the
2005 series was not Curt Schil
ling's bloody sock. Jermaine
Dye's bleeder up the middle
was not David Ortiz's blooper.
And White Sox owner Jerry
Reinsdorf's tearful acceptance
of the World Series trophy was
not Schilling's "Best Red Sox
team ever" toast.
The Chicago White Sox were
no less deserving of a title than
the Boston Red Sox were last
year. However, apparently the
color of a team's "Sox" makes
a pretty big difference from
America's perspective.

QUESTIONS
Every week, without fail,
Managing Editor Gina
Marconi asks questions
while proofreading articles
in the Sports and Recreation
sections. The Vista thought
it would be helpful for
other sports-illiterate
students if we answered
her questions.
How do you calculate
hitting percentage in vol
leyball?
Hitting percentage is
taken by recording the dif
ference between total kills
and total errors and divid
ing that by total attempts.
The Toreros had 22 kills,
eight errors, and 49 attacks
to get a .286 percentage
in their first game against
LMU.
In the World Series ar
ticle, how does a player
"kill" a fantasy team?
A baseball player kills
a fantasy team by not
performing up to his pre
season expectations and
by performing well spar
ingly throughout the season
rather than performing in a
consistent manner.

Athletic
ekend Events
I TORERO FOOTBALL
VS. CHAPNAN
SATURDAY*NOV. 5TH*7:00 PM

• Games
• (ash Jackpot
• Faculty Staff light!
Basketball Season kick-offs coming soon!!!
Torero Women vs ASU, Nov. 20th • 2:00 pm
Torero Men vs SDSU, Nov. 30th • 7:00 pm
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Volleyball splits pair with WCC foes
Toreros' 16-game home winning streak snapped by Loyola Marymount
ANTHONY GENTILE
SPORTS EDITOR
Riding a streak of 16 consecutive
matches won at the Jenny Craig Pavilion
coming into this weekend, Torero vol
leyball aimed to keep that streak alive
and defend their home court, as well as
their West Coast Conference title. The
winning streak dates back to September
2004 when USD fell in five games to
Oregon State in the championship match
of last year's USD Invitational.
Following a tough span in which the
Toreros played five of eight games on the
road, the team looked for familiarity as
they returned home to face Loyola Mary
mount and Pepperdine this weekend, two
of the top clubs in the WCC.
In round one of conference play
earlier this month, the Toreros found
this fact out, playing five-game matches
against both teams on the road. In the
first two matches of San Diego's 2005
WCC campaign they fell to the Waves
but bounced back against the Lions.
Friday night, USD hosted Loyola
Marymount in what was another epic
match between the two teams. The
Toreros captured the opening game 3019 with a .286 hitting percentage, and
looked to capture the momentum early
in the match. However, the Lions hit an
astounding .516 in the second game,
winning by an identical 30-19 score to
even the match.
After San Diego took an even third
game 30-26, Loyola Marymount pulled
even once again. This time, however,
LMU did it with defense, limiting USD
to a negative .022 hitting percentage in
a game that the Lions won decisively,
30-15. Loyola Marymount carried the
momentum from the game four win into
the fifth game, winning 15-9. For the
Toreros, the loss ended their 16-game
winning streak at Jenny Craig Pavilion.
In the tough loss, three Toreros record
ed double-digit kills, led by middle hitter
Christie Dawson, who had a match-high
23 kills. Dawson has stepped up in the
absence of junior outside hitter Kristen
Carlson; the WCC Player of the Month

Week in
Review
A quick recap of Torero action
Football
The Toreros clinched the Pioneer
Football League North Division title
Saturday with a 63-21 victory at Val
paraiso. The win gave USD its first
outright division title in school his
tory; they will face South champion
Morehead State on Sat., Nov. 19 for
the PFL championship.
The offense exploded for 56 first
half points and 491 total yards in the
victory. Quarterback Josh Johnson led
the offensive unit, finishing 20 of 26
and 354 yards passing. Of Johnson's

ADENA JANSEN

Setter Lindsey Sherburne and her Torero teammates await the ball in their match
against Loyola Marymount.

in September is out for the remainder of
the season due to a leg injury incurred in
a match at Santa Clara in mid-October.
The defensive nature of the match
was reflected in the final statistics. Libero Jackie Bemardin had 29 digs, part

of a 77-dig effort by the Toreros on the
evening. USD was stifled by the Lions,
and only hit over .250 in their secondgame victory.
Looking to get back on track and start
a new home court winning streak, USD

school-record seven touchdown passes,
four were to senior wide receiver Adam
Hannula, who led all receivers with 172
yards that afternoon and tied the USD
career mark for touchdown receptions
with his 32nd touchdown catch-a 12yard reception-in the second quarter.
Running back J.T. Rogan finished with
135 total yards and two touchdowns in
a game where many reserves saw action
for the Toreros.
On the other side of the ball, defensive
back Kevin Hertko led the USD defense
with nine tackles, eight of which were
solo, and two for losses. The Torero de
fense recorded five sacks, and defensive
back Mark Johnson set a record with a
100-yard interception return for a touch
down in the third quarter.
USD wrapped up their 2005 PFL
campaign perfect at 4-0, and their overall
record improved to 8-1 for the season.
Still the top I-AA mid-major program in

the nation, as indicated by the three midmajor polls, USD received votes in both
of the I-AA top-25 polls this week.
Men's Soccer
The Toreros took advantage of three
West Coast Conference home matches
this weekend, winning two of the three
contests. Friday night, USD defeated
Portland 1 -0 to complete the sweep of the
Pilots. Midfielder Dustin Guerrero's goal
in the 70th minute of the match would
prove enough, as goalkeeper Lance
Friesz recorded a shutout.
Sunday afternoon, the Toreros trailed
Gonzaga 1-0 at halftime, but made a
comeback thanks to goals from both
Guerrero and midfielder Tannen Wells
in the final 40 minutes of the match for
a 2-1 victory. In a controlled second half,
USD outshot the Bulldogs 10-1.
Following a tough 3-2 loss to Gonzaga
on Monday, in a game rescheduled from

faced Pepperdine Saturday night. Any ill
effects of the loss the prior day did not
show early as the Toreros took down the
Waves 30-18 in the first game, holding
Pepperdine to a .081 hitting percentage
in the period.
The following games were much of
the same for the Toreros, who prevailed
handily over Pepperdine in a three-game
sweep. With 24 kills, Dawson led the
match in that department for the second
straight night. Outside hitter Moira Mc
Carthy added 12 kills of her own, and the
offense rolled thanks to 46 assists from
setter Lindsey Sherburne. On the other
side of the net, Bernardin had 17 digs,
and Sherburne (12), as well as outside
hitter Erin Wiskar (10), put up doubledigit numbers in digs.
With their victory over the Waves,
USD started a new home winning streak
and improved to 16-5 overall, 5-4 WCC.
The Toreros are currently ranked no.
22 in this week's AVCA/USA Today
Coaches Poll, where they have been
ranked as high as 12th this season.
The Toreros travel to the Pacific
Northwest this weekend to face confer
ence opponents Gonzaga and Portland,
both of which USD has historically
dominated. That dominance has con
tinued into this season, as the Toreros
swept both the Bulldogs and the Pilots
at the Jenny Craig Pavilion one month
ago. San Diego has a 21-game winning
streak against Gonzaga, and has not lost
to Portland in 14 years.
Following the road trip up north, Tore
ro volleyball closes out conference play
at home with three consecutive matches
at the Jenny Craig Pavilion. USD wraps
regular season play at Cal State Fullerton
Tuesday, Nov. 22.
Without a doubt, the road in the West
Coast Conference has been rough and
rocky for Torero volleyball in 2005.
However, with the sweep of Pepperdine
on Saturday, USD started a new win
ning streak in the Jenny Craig Pavilion.
And, if their last streak was an accurate
indicator of what is to come, expect the
Toreros to continue their winning ways
at home.
earlier in the month due to rain in Spo
kane, the Toreros are 8-5-3 overall and
4-4-1 in the WCC. USD is currently
second in conference standings with
13 points, behind only eighth-ranked
Santa Clara.
Women's Soccer
In their final home match of the
season, USD fell to no. 11, Pepperdine,
2-0 Friday night. The Toreros are 5-121 overall, 1-5 in WCC play.
Women's Swimming
Saturday afternoon, USD defeated
Cal State Northridge 163-125 at the
Sports Center pool. This win brought
the Toreros to an even 1-1 on the season
following a defeat to UCLA.

